Machine learning approaches to coreference resolution vary greatly in the modeling of the problem: while early approaches operated on the mention pair level, current research focuses on ranking architectures and antecedent trees. We propose a unified representation of different approaches to coreference resolution in terms of the structure they operate on. We represent several coreference resolution approaches proposed in the literature in our framework and evaluate their performance. Finally, we conduct a systematic analysis of the output of these approaches, highlighting differences and similarities.
Introduction
Coreference resolution is the task of determining which mentions in a text are used to refer to the same real-world entity. The era of statistical natural language processing saw the shift from rule-based approaches (Hobbs, 1976; Lappin and Leass, 1994) to increasingly sophisticated machine learning models. While early approaches cast the problem as binary classification of mention pairs (Soon et al., 2001) , recent approaches make use of complex structures to represent coreference relations (Yu and Joachims, 2009; Fernandes et al., 2014) .
The aim of this paper is to devise a framework for coreference resolution that leads to a unified representation of different approaches to coreference resolution in terms of the structure they operate on. Previous work in other areas of natural language processing such as parsing (Klein and Manning, 2001 ) and machine translation (Lopez, 2009) has shown that providing unified representations of approaches to a problem deepens its understanding and can also lead to empirical improvements. By implementing popular approaches in this framework, we can highlight structural differences and similarities between them. Furthermore, this establishes a setting to systematically analyze the contribution of the underlying structure to performance, while fixing parameters such as preprocessing and features.
In particular, we analyze approaches to coreference resolution and point out that they mainly differ in the structures they operate on. We then note that these structures are not annotated in the training data (Section 2). Motivated by this observation, we develop a machine learning framework for structured prediction with latent variables for coreference resolution (Section 3). We formalize the mention pair model (Soon et al., 2001; Ng and Cardie, 2002) , mention ranking architectures (Denis and Baldridge, 2008; Chang et al., 2012) and antecedent trees (Fernandes et al., 2014) in our framework and highlight key differences and similarities (Section 4). Finally, we present an extensive comparison and analysis of the implemented approaches, both quantitative and qualitative (Sections 5 and 6). Our analysis shows that a mention ranking architecture with latent antecedents performs best, mainly due to its ability to structurally model determining anaphoricity. Finally, we briefly describe how entity-centric approaches fit into our framework (Section 7).
An open source toolkit which implements the machine learning framework and the approaches discussed in this paper is available for download 1 .
Modeling Coreference Resolution
The aim of automatic coreference resolution is to predict a clustering of mentions such that each cluster contains all mentions that are used to refer to the same entity. However, most coreference resolution models reduce the problem to predicting coreference between pairs of mentions, and jointly or cascadingly consolidating these predictions. Approaches differ in the scope (pairwise, per anaphor, per document, ...) they employ while learning a scoring function for these pairs, and the way the consolidating is handled.
The different ways to employ the scope and to consolidate decisions can be understood as operating on latent structures: as pairwise links are not annotated in the data, coreference approaches create structures (either heuristically or data-driven) that guide the learning of the pairwise scoring function.
To understand this better, let us consider two examples. Mention pair models (Soon et al., 2001; Ng and Cardie, 2002) cast the problem as first creating a list of mention pairs, and deciding for each pair whether the two mentions are coreferent. Afterwards the decisions are consolidated by a clustering algorithm such as best-first or closest-first. We therefore can consider this approach to operate on a list of mention pairs where each pair is handled individually. In contrast, antecedent tree models (Fernandes et al., 2014; Björkelund and Kuhn, 2014) consider the whole document at once and predict a tree consisting of anaphor-antecedent pairs.
A Structured Prediction Framework
In this section we introduce a structured prediction framework for learning coreference predictors with latent variables. When devising the framework, we focus on accounting for the latent structures underlying coreference resolution approaches. The framework is a generalization of previous work on latent antecedents and trees for coreference resolution (Yu and Joachims, 2009; Chang et al., 2012; Fernandes et al., 2014) .
Setting
In all prediction tasks, the goal is to learn a mapping f from inputs x ∈ X to outputs y ∈ Y x . A prediction task is structured if the output elements y ∈ Y x exhibit some structure. As we work in a latent variable setting, we assume that Y x = H x × Z x , and therefore y = (h, z) ∈ H x × Z x . We call h the hidden or latent part, which is not observed in the data, and z the observed part (during training). We assume that z can be inferred from h, and that in a pair (h, z), h and z are always consistent.
We first define the input space X and the output spaces H x and Z x for x ∈ X .
The Input Space X
The input space consists of documents. We represent a document x ∈ X as follows. Let us assume that M x is the set of mentions (expressions which may be used to refer to entities) in the document. We write M x = {m 1 , . . . , m k }, where the m i are in ascending order with respect to their position in the document. We then consider M 0 x = {m 0 } ∪ M x , where m 0 precedes every m i ∈ M x (Chang et al., 2012; Fernandes et al., 2014) . m 0 plays the role of a dummy mention for anaphoricity detection: if m 0 is chosen as the antecedent, the corresponding mention is deemed as non-anaphoric. This enables joint coreference resolution and anaphoricity determination.
3.3 The Latent Space H x for an Input x Let x ∈ X be some document. As we saw in the previous section, approaches to coreference resolution predict a latent structure which is not annotated in the data but is used to infer coreference information. Inspired by previous work on coreference (Bengtson and Roth, 2008; Fernandes et al., 2014; Martschat and Strube, 2014) , we now develop a graph-based representation for these structures.
A valid latent structure for the document x is a labeled directed graph h = (V, A, L A ) where
• the set of nodes are the mentions, V = M 0 x , • the set of edges A consists of links between mentions pointing back in the text,
• L A : A → L assigns a label ∈ L to each edge. L is a finite set of labels, for example signaling coreference or non-coreference. We split h into subgraphs (called substructures from now on), which we notate as h = h 1 ⊕. . .⊕h n , 406 Figure 1 depicts a graph that captures the latent structure underlying the mention pair model. Mention pairs are represented as node connected by an edge. The edge either has label "+" (if the mentions are coreferent) or "−" (otherwise). As the mention pair model considers each mention pair individually, each edge is one substructure of the latent structure (expressed via the dashed box). We describe this representation in more detail in Section 4.1.
The Observed Output Space
Let x ∈ X be some document. The observed output space consists of all functions e x : M x → N that map mentions to entity identifiers. Two m i , m j ∈ M x are coreferent if and only if e x (m i ) = e x (m j ). e x is inferred from the latent structure, e.g. by taking the transitive closure over coreference decisions. This representation corresponds to the way coreference is annotated in corpora.
Linear Models
Let us write H = ∪ x∈X H x for the full latent space (analogously Z). Our goal is to learn the mapping f : X → H × Z. We assume that the mapping is parametrized by a weight vector θ ∈ R d , and therefore write f = f θ . We restrict ourselves to linear models. That is,
where φ : X × H × Z → R d is a joint feature function for inputs and candidate outputs.
In this paper, we only consider feature functions which factor with respect to the edges in
Hence, the features examine properties of mention pairs, such as head word of each mention, number of each mention, or the existence of a string match. We describe the feature set used for all approaches represented in our framework in Section 5.2.
Decoding
Given an input x ∈ X and a weight vector θ ∈ R d , we obtain the prediction by solving the arg max equation described in the previous subsection. This can be viewed as searching the output space H x ×Z x for the highest scoring output pair (h, z).
The details of the search procedure depend on the space H x of latent structures and the factorization into substructures. For the structures we consider in this paper, the maximization can be solved exactly via greedy search. For structures with complex constraints like transitivity, more complex or even approximate search methods need to be used (Klenner, 2007; Finkel and Manning, 2008) .
Learning
We assume a supervised learning setting with latent variables, i.e., we have a training set of documents
at our disposal. Note that the latent structures are not encoded in this training set. In principle we would like to directly optimize for the evaluation metric we are interested in. Unfortunately, the evaluation metrics used in coreference do not allow for efficient optimization based on mention pairs, since they operate on the entity level. For example, the CEAF e metric (Luo, 2005) needs to compute optimal entity alignments between gold and system entities. These alignments do not factor with respect to mention pairs. We therefore have to use some surrogate loss.
Algorithm 1 Structured latent perceptron with costaugmented inference. Input: Training set D, a cost function c, number of epochs n.
We employ a structured latent perceptron (Sun et al., 2009 ) extended with cost-augmented inference (Crammer et al., 2006) to learn the parameters of the models we discuss. While this restricts us to a particular objective to optimize, it comes with various advantages: the implementation is simple and fast, we can incorporate error functions via costaugmentation, the structures are plug-and-play if we provide a decoder, and the (structured) perceptron with cost-augmented inference has exhibited good performance for coreference resolution (Chang et al., 2012; Fernandes et al., 2014) .
To describe the algorithm, we need some additional terminology. Let (x, z) be a training example. Let (ĥ,ẑ) = f θ (x) be the prediction under the model parametrized by θ. Let H x,z be the space of all latent structures for an input x that are consistent with a coreference output z. Structures in H x,z provide substitutes for gold structures in training. Some approaches restrict H x,z , for example by learning only from the closest antecedent of a mention (Denis and Baldridge, 2008) . Hence, we consider the constrained space const(H x,z ) ⊆ H x,z , where const is a function that depends on the approach in focus.
is the optimal constrained latent structure under the current model which is consistent with z. We writê h i andĥ opt,i for the ith substructure of the latent structure.
To estimate θ, we iterate over the training data. For each input, we compute the optimal constrained prediction consistent with the gold information, h opt,i . We then compute the optimal prediction (ĥ i ,ẑ), but also include the cost function c in our maximization problem. This favors solutions with high cost, which leads to a large margin approach.
Ifĥ i does not partially encode the gold data, we update the weight vector. This is repeated for a given number of epochs 2 . Algorithm 1 gives a more formal description.
Latent Structures
In the previous section we developed a machine learning framework for coreference resolution. It is flexible with respect to
• the latent structure h ∈ H x for an input x,
• the constrained space of latent structures consistent with a gold solution const(H x,z ), and • the cost function c and its factorization. In this paper, we focus on giving a unified representation and in-depth analysis of prevalent coreference models from the literature. Future work should investigate devising and analyzing novel representations for coreference resolution in the framework.
We express three main coreference models in our framework, the mention pair model (Soon et al., 2001) , the mention ranking model (Denis and Baldridge, 2008; Chang et al., 2012) and antecedent trees (Yu and Joachims, 2009; Fernandes et al., 2014; Björkelund and Kuhn, 2014) . We characterize each approach by the latent structure it operates on during learning and inference (we assume that all approaches we consider share the same features). Furthermore, we also discuss the factorization into substructures and typical cost functions used in the literature.
Mention Pair Model
We first consider the mention pair model. In its original formulation, it extracts mention pairs from the data and labels these as positive or negative. During testing, all pairs are extracted and some clustering algorithm such as closest-first or best-first is applied to the list of pairs. During training, some heuristic is applied to help balancing positive and negative examples. The most popular heuristic is to take the closest antecedent of an anaphor as a positive example, and all pairs in between as negative examples.
Latent Structure. In our framework, we can represent the mention pair model as a labeled graph. In particular, let the set of edges be all backwardpointing edges, i.e. A = {(m j , m i ) | j > i}. In the testing phase, we operate on the whole set A. During training, we consider only a subset of edges, as defined by the heuristic used by the approach.
The labeling function maps a pair of mentions to a positive ("+") or a negative label ("−") via
One such graph is depicted in Figure 1 (Section 3). A clustering algorithm (like closest-first or bestfirst) is then employed to infer the coreference information from this latent structure.
Substructures. In the mention pair model, the parts of the substructures are the individual edges: each pair of mentions is considered as an instance from which the model learns and which the model predicts individually.
Cost Function. As discussed above, mention pair approaches employ heuristics to resample the training data. This is a common method to introduce cost-sensitivity into classification (Elkan, 2001; Geibel and Wysotzk, 2003) . Hence, mention pair approaches do not use cost functions in addition to the resampling.
Mention Ranking Model
The mention ranking model captures competition between antecedents: for each anaphor, the highestscoring antecedent is selected. For training, this approach needs gold antecedents to compare to. There are two main approaches to determine these: first, they are heuristically extracted similarly to the mention pair model (Denis and Baldridge, 2008; Rahman and Ng, 2011) . Second, latent antecedents are employed (Chang et al., 2012) : in such models, the highest-scoring preceding coreferent mention of an anaphor under the current model is selected as the gold antecedent. Latent Structure. The mention ranking approach can be represented as an unlabeled graph. In particular, we allow any graph with edges A ⊆ {(m j , m i ) | j > i} such that for all j there is exactly one i with (m j , m i ) ∈ A (each anaphor has exactly one antecedent). Figure 2 shows an example graph.
We can represent heuristics for creating training data by constraining the latent structures consistent with the gold information H x,z . Again, the most popular heuristic is to consider the closest antecedent of a mention as the gold antecedent during training (Denis and Baldridge, 2008 ). This corresponds to constraining H x,z such that const(H x,z ) = {h} with h = (V, A, L A ) and (m j , m i ) ∈ A if and only if m i is the closest antecedent of m j . When learning from latent antecedents, the unconstrained space H x,z is considered.
To infer coreference information from this latent structure, we take the transitive closure over all anaphor-antecedent decisions encoded in the graph.
Substructures.
The distinctive feature of the mention ranking approach is that it considers each anaphor in isolation, but all candidate antecedents at once. We therefore define substructures as follows. The jth substructure is the graph h j with nodes V j = {m 0 , . . . , m j } and
A j contains the antecedent decision for m j . One such substructure encoding the antecedent decision for m 3 is colored black in Figure 2 .
Cost Function. Cost functions for the mention ranking model can reward the resolution of specific classes. The most sophisticated cost function was proposed by Durrett and Klein (2013) , who distinguish between three errors: finding an antecedent for a non-anaphoric mention, misclassifying an anaphoric mention as non-anaphoric, and finding a wrong antecedent for an anaphoric mention. We will use a variant of this cost function in our experiments (described in Section 5.3).
Antecedent Trees
Finally, we consider antecedent trees. This structure encodes all antecedent decisions for all anaphors. In our framework they can be understood as an extension of the mention ranking approach to the document level. So far, research did not investigate constraints on the space of latent structures consistent with the gold annotation.
Latent Structure. Antecedent trees are based on the same structure as the mention ranking approach.
Substructures. In the antecedent tree approach, the latent structure does not factor in parts: the whole graph encoding all antecedent information for all mentions is treated as an instance.
Cost Function. The cost function from the mention ranking model naturally extends to the tree case by summing over all decisions. Furthermore, in principle we can take the structure into account. However, we are not aware of any approaches which go beyond (variations of) Hamming loss (Hamming, 1950) .
Experiments
We now evaluate model variants based on different latent structures on a large benchmark corpus. The aim of this section is to compare popular approaches to coreference only in terms of the structure they operate on, fixing preprocessing and feature set. In Section 6 we complement this comparison with a qualitative analysis of the influence of the structures on the output.
Data and Evaluation Metrics
The aim of our evaluation is to assess the effectiveness and competitiveness of the models implemented in our framework in a realistic coreference setting, i.e. without using gold information such as gold mentions. As all models we consider share the same preprocessing and features, this allows for a fair comparison of the individual structures.
We train, evaluate and analyze the models on the English data of the CoNLL-2012 shared task on multilingual coreference resolution (Pradhan et al., 2012) . The shared task organizers provide the training/development/ test split. We use the 2802 training documents for training the models, and evaluate and analyze the models on the development set containing 343 documents. The 349 test set documents are only used for final evaluation.
We work in a setting that corresponds to the shared task's closed track (Pradhan et al., 2012) . That is, we make use of the automatically created annotation layers (parse trees, NE information, ...) shipped with the data. As additional resources we use only WordNet 3.0 (Fellbaum, 1998) and the number/gender data of Bergsma and Lin (2006) .
For evaluation we follow the practice of the CoNLL-2012 shared task and employ the reference implementation of the CoNLL scorer (Pradhan et al., 2014) which computes the popular evaluation metrics MUC (Vilain et al., 1995) , B 3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998) , CEAF e (Luo, 2005) and their average. The average is the metric for ranking the systems in the CoNLL shared tasks on coreference resolution (Pradhan et al., 2011; Pradhan et al., 2012) .
Features
We employ a rich set of features frequently used in the literature (Ng and Cardie, 2002; Bengtson and Roth, 2008; Björkelund and Kuhn, 2014) . The set consists of the following features:
• the mention type (name, def. noun, indef. noun, citation form of pronoun, demonstrative) of anaphor, antecedent and both, • gender, number, semantic class, named entity class, grammatical function and length in words of anaphor, antecedent and both, • semantic head, first/last/preceding/next token of anaphor, antecedent and both, • distance between anaphor and antecedent in sentences, • modifier agreement, • whether anaphor and antecedent embed each other, • whether there is a string match, head match or an alias relation, • whether anaphor and antecedent have the same speaker. If the antecedent in the pair under consideration is m 0 , i.e. the dummy mention, we do not extract any feature (Chang et al., 2012) .
State-of-the-art models greatly benefit from feature conjunctions. Approaches for building such conjunctions include greedy extension (Björkelund and Kuhn, 2014) , entropy-guided induction (Fernandes et al., 2014) and linguistically motivated heuristics (Durrett and Klein, 2013) . We follow Durrett and Klein (2013) and conjoin every feature with each mention type feature.
Model Variants
We now consider several instantiations of the approaches discussed in the previous section in order of increasing complexity. These instantiations correspond to specific coreference models proposed in the literature. With the framework described in this paper, we are able to give a unified account of representing and learning these models. We always train on automatically predicted mentions.
We start with the mention pair model. To create training graphs, we employ a slight modification of the closest pair heuristic (Soon et al., 2001) , which worked best in preliminary experiments. For each mention m j which is in some coreference chain and has an antecedent m i , we add an edge to m i with label "+". For all k with i < k < j, we add an edge from m j to m k with label "−". If m j does not have an antecedent, we add edges from m j to m k with label "−" for all 0 < k < j. Compared to the heuristic of Soon et al. (2001) , who only learn from anaphoric mentions, this improves precision. During testing, if for a mention m j no pair (m j , m i ) is deemed as coreferent, we consider the mention as not anaphoric. Otherwise, we employ best-first clustering and take the mention in the highest scoring pair as the antecedent of m j (Ng and Cardie, 2002) .
The mention ranking model tries to improve the mention pair model by capturing the competition between antecedents. We consider two variants of the mention ranking model, where each employs dummy mentions for anaphoricity determination. The first variant Closest (Denis and Baldridge, 2008) constrains the latent structures consistent with the gold annotation: for each mention, the closest antecedent is chosen as the gold antecedent. If the mention does not have any antecedent, we take the dummy mention m 0 as the antecedent. The second variant Latent (Chang et al., 2012) aims to learn from more meaningful antecedents by dropping the constraints, and therefore selecting the best-scoring antecedent (which may also be m 0 ) under the current model during training.
We view the antecedent tree model (Fernandes et al., 2014) as a natural extension of the mention ranking model. Instead of predicting an antecedent for each mention, we predict an entire tree of anaphorantecedent pairs. This should yield more consistent entities. As in previous work we only consider the latent variant.
For the mention ranking model and for antecedent trees we use a cost function similar to previous work (Durrett and Klein, 2013; Fernandes et al., 2014) . where λ > 0 will be tuned on development data.
. c pair is extended to a cost function for the whole latent structureĥ i by
The use of such a cost function is necessary to learn reasonable weights, since most automatically extracted mentions in the data are not anaphoric.
Experimental Setup
We evaluate the models on the development and the test sets. When evaluating on the test set, we train on the concatenation of the training and development set. After preliminary experiments with the ranking model with closest antecedents on the development set, we set the number of perceptron epochs to 5 and set λ = 100 in the cost function.
We assess statistical significance of the difference in F 1 score for two approaches via an approximate randomization test (Noreen, 1989) . We say an improvement is statistically significant if p < 0.05. Björkelund and Kuhn (2014) . We do not perform significance tests on differences in average F 1 since this measure constitutes an average over other F 1 scores. Table 1 shows the result of all model configurations discussed in the previous section on CoNLL'12 English development and test data. In order to put the numbers into context, we also report the results of Björkelund and Kuhn (2014) , who present a system that implements an antecedent tree model with non-local features. Their system is the highestperforming system on the CoNLL data which operates in a closed track setting. We also compare with Fernandes et al. (2014) , the winning system of the CoNLL-2012 shared task (Pradhan et al., 2012) 3 . Both systems were trained on training data for evaluating on the development set, and on the concatena- 3 We do not compare with the system of Durrett and Klein (2014) tion of training and development data for evaluating on the test set.
Results
Despite its simplicity, the mention pair model yields reasonable performance.
The gap to Björkelund and Kuhn (2014) is roughly 2.8 points in average F 1 score on test data.
Compared to the mention pair model, the variants of the mention ranking model improve the results for all metrics, largely due to increased precision. Switching from regarding the closest antecedent as the gold antecedent to latent antecedents yields an improvement of roughly 0.5 points in average F 1 . All improvements of the mention ranking model with closest antecedents compared to the mention pair model are statistically significant. Furthermore, with the exception of the differences in MUC F 1 , all improvements are significant when switching from closest antecedents to latent antecedents.
The mention ranking model with latent an- tecedents outperforms the state-of-the-art system by Björkelund and Kuhn (2014) by more than 0.8 points average F 1 . These results show the competitiveness of a simple mention ranking architecture. Regarding the individual F 1 scores compared to Björkelund and Kuhn (2014) , the improvements in the MUC and CEAF e metrics on development data are statistically significant. The improvements on test data are not statistically significant. Using antecedent trees yields higher precision than using the mention ranking model. However, recall is much lower. The performance is similar to the antecedent tree models of Fernandes et al. (2014) and Björkelund and Kuhn (2014) .
Analysis
The numbers discussed in the previous section do not give insights into where the models make different decisions. Are there specific linguistic classes of mention pairs where one model is superior to the other? How do the outputs differ? How can these differences be explained by different structures employed by the models?
In order to answer these questions, we need to perform a qualitative analysis of the differences in system output for the approaches. To do so, we employ the error analysis method presented in Martschat and Strube (2014) . In this method, recall errors are extracted via comparing spanning trees of reference entities with system output. Edges in the spanning tree missing from the output are extracted as errors. For extracting precision errors, the roles of reference and system entities are switched. To define the spanning trees, we follow Martschat and Strube (2014) and use a notion based on Ariel's accessibility theory (Ariel, 1990) for reference entities, while we take system antecedent decisions for system entities.
Overview
We extracted all errors of the model variants described in the previous section on CoNLL-2012 English development data. Table 2 gives an overview of all recall and precision errors. For each model variant the table shows the number of recall and precision errors, and the maximum number of errors 4 . The numbers confirm the findings obtained from Table 1 : the ranking models beat the mention pair model largely due to fewer precision errors.
The antecedent tree model outputs more precise entities by establishing fewer coreference links: it makes fewer decisions and fewer precision errors than the other configurations, but at the expense of an increased number of recall errors.
The more sophisticated models make consistently fewer linking decisions than the mention pair model. We therefore hypothesize that the improvements in the numbers mainly stem from improved anaphoricity determination. The mention pair model handles anaphoricity determination implicitly: if for a mention m j no pair (m j , m i ) is deemed as coreferent, the model does not select an antecedent for m j 5 . Since the mention ranking model allows to include the search for the best antecedent during prediction, we can explicitly model the anaphoricity decision, via including the dummy mention during search.
We now examine the errors in more detail to investigate this hypothesis. To do so, we will investi- gate error classes, and compare the models in terms of how they handle these error classes. This is a practice common in the analysis of coreference resolution approaches (Stoyanov et al., 2009; Martschat and Strube, 2014) . We distinguish between errors where both mentions are a proper name or a common noun, errors where the anaphor is a pronoun and the remaining errors. Tables 3 and 4 summarize recall and precision errors for subcategories of these classes 6 . We now compare individual models.
Mention Ranking vs. Mention Pair
For pairs of proper names and pairs of common nouns, employing the ranking model instead of the mention pair model leads to a large decrease in precision errors, but an increase in recall errors. For pronouns and mixed pairs, we can observe decreases in recall errors and slight increases in precision errors, except for it/they, where both recall precision errors decrease.
We can attribute the largest differences to determining anaphoricity: in 82% of all precision errors between two proper names made by the mention pair model, but not by the ranking model, the mention appearing later in the text is non-anaphoric. The ranking model correctly determines this. Similar numbers hold for common noun pairs.
While most nouns and names are not anaphoric, most pronouns are. Hence, determining anaphoricity is less of an issue here. From the resolved it/they recall errors of the ranking model compared to the mention pair model, we can attribute 41% to better antecedent selection: the mention pair model decided on a wrong antecedent. The ranking model, however, was able to leverage the competition between the antecedents to decide on a correct antecedent. The remaining 59% stem from selecting a correct antecedent for pronouns that were classified as non-anaphoric by the mention pair model. We observe similar trends for the other pronoun classes.
Overall, the majority of error reduction can be attributed to improved determination of anaphoricity, which can be modeled structurally in the mention ranking model (we do not use any features when a dummy mention is involved, therefore nonanaphoricity decisions always get the score 0). However, for pronoun resolution, where there are 414 many competing compatible antecedents for a mention, the model is able to learn better weights by leveraging the competition. These findings suggest that extending the mention pair model to explicitly determine anaphoricity should improve results especially for non-pronominal coreference.
Latent Antecedent vs. Closest Antecedent
Using latent instead of closest antecedents leads to fewer recall errors and more precision errors for non-pronominal coreference. Pronoun resolution recall errors slightly increase, while precision errors slightly decrease.
While these changes are minor, there is a large reduction in the remaining precision errors. Most of these correspond to predictions which are considered very difficult, such as links between a proper name anaphor and a pronoun antecedent (Bengtson and Roth, 2008) . Via latent antecedents, the model can avoid learning from the most unreliable pairs.
Antecedent Trees vs. Ranking
Compared to the ranking model with latent antecedents, the antecedent tree model commits consistently more recall errors and fewer precision errors. This is partly due to the fact that the antecedent tree model also predicts fewer links between mentions than the other models. The only exception is he/she, where there is not much of a difference.
The only difference between the ranking model with latent antecedents and the antecedent tree model is that weights are updated document-wise for antecedent trees, while they are updated per anaphor for the ranking model. This leads to more precise predictions, at the expense of recall.
Summary
Our analysis shows that the mention ranking model mostly improves precision over the mention pair model. For non-pronominal coreference, the improvements can be mainly attributed to improved anaphoricity determination. For pronoun resolution, both anaphoricity determination and capturing antecedent competition lead to improved results. Employing latent antecedents during training mainly helps in resolving very difficult cases. Due to the update strategy, employing antecedent trees leads to a more precision-oriented approach, which significantly improves precision at the expense of recall.
Beyond Pairwise Predictions
In this paper we concentrated on representing and analyzing the most prevalent approaches to coreference resolution, which are based on predicting whether pairs of mentions are coreferent. Hence, we choose graphs as latent structures and let the feature functions factor over edges in the graph, which correspond to pairs of mentions.
However, entity-based approaches (Rahman and Ng, 2011; Stoyanov and Eisner, 2012; Lee et al., 2013 , inter alia) obtain coreference chains by predicting whether sets of mentions are coreferent, going beyond pairwise predictions. While a detailed discussion of such approaches is beyond the scope of this paper, we now briefly describe how we can generalize the proposed framework to accommodate for such approaches.
When viewing coreference resolution as prediction of latent structures, entity-based models operate on structures that relate sets of mentions to each other. This can be expressed by hypergraphs, which are graphs where edges can link more than two nodes. Hypergraphs have already been used to model coreference resolution (Cai and Strube, 2010; Sapena, 2012) .
To model entity-based approaches, we extend the valid latent structures to labeled directed hypergraphs. These are tuples h = (V, A, L A ), where
• the set of nodes are the mentions, V = M 0 x , • the set of edges A ⊆ 2 V × 2 V consists of directed hyperedges linking two sets of mentions,
edge. L is a finite set of labels. For example, the entity-mention model (Yang et al., 2008) predicts coreference in a left-to-right fashion. For each anaphor m j , it considers the set E j ⊆ 2 {m 0 ,...,m j−1 } of preceding partial entities that have been established so far (such as e = {m 1 , m 3 , m 6 }). In terms of our framework, substructures for this approach are hypergraphs with hyperedges ({m j } , e) for e ∈ E j , encoding the decision to which partial entity m j refers.
The definitions of features and the decoding problem carry over from the graph-based framework (we drop the edge factorization assumption for features). Learning requires adaptations to cope with the dependency between coreference decisions. For example, for the entity-mention model, establishing that an anaphor m j refers to a partial entity e influences the search space for decisions for anaphors m k with k > j. We leave a more detailed discussion to future work.
Related Work
The main contributions of this paper are a framework for representing coreference resolution approaches and a systematic comparison of main coreference approaches in this framework.
Our representation framework generalizes approaches to coreference resolution which employed specific latent structures for representation, such as latent antecedents (Chang et al., 2012) and antecedent trees (Fernandes et al., 2014) . We give a unified representation of such approaches and show that seemingly disparate approaches such as the mention pair model also fit in a framework based on latent structures.
Only few studies systematically compare approaches to coreference resolution. Most previous work highlights the improved expressive power of the presented model by a comparison to a mention pair baseline (Culotta et al., 2007; Denis and Baldridge, 2008; Cai and Strube, 2010) . Rahman and Ng (2011) consider a series of models with increasing expressiveness, ranging from a mention pair to a cluster-ranking model. However, they do not develop a unified framework for comparing approaches, and their analysis is not qualitative. Fernandes et al. (2014) compare variations of antecedent tree models, including different loss functions and a version with a fixed structure. They only consider antecedent trees and also do not provide a qualitative analysis. Kummerfeld and Klein (2013) and Martschat and Strube (2014) present a largescale qualitative comparison of coreference systems, but they do not investigate the influence of the latent structures the systems operate on. Furthermore, the systems in their studies differ in terms of mention extraction and feature sets.
Conclusions
We observed that many approaches to coreference resolution can be uniformly represented by the latent structure they operate on. We devised a framework that accounts for such structures, and showed how we can express the mention pair model, the mention ranking model and antecedent trees in this framework.
An evaluation of the models on CoNLL-2012 data showed that all models yield competitive results. While antecedent trees give results with the highest precision, a mention ranking model with latent antecedent performs best, obtaining state-of-the-art results on CoNLL-2012 data.
An analysis based on the method of Martschat and Strube (2014) highlights the strengths of the mention ranking model compared to the mention pair model: it is able to structurally model anaphoricity determination and antecedent competition, which leads to improvements in precision for non-pronominal coreference resolution, and in recall for pronoun resolution. The effect of latent antecedents is negligible and has a large effect only on very difficult cases of coreference.
The flexibility of the framework, toolkit and analysis methods presented in this paper helps researchers to devise, analyze and compare representations for coreference resolution.
